Digital Commons@WSU is a University Libraries open access program that provides new and exciting digital publishing opportunities for the WSU community. Digital Commons@WSU's services allow authors to highlight and preserve their published scholarship online, as well as provide web hosting and management tools for publishing conferences, workshops and open access peer-reviewed e-journals.

**Faculty Publications**

Members of the WSU community can highlight their published scholarship using this library digital publishing program. Working with faculty and departments across the university, the library deposits publications into a central, online archive as a means of providing global, open access to journal articles, technical reports, working papers, conference papers, workshop materials, and similar works of scholarly nature.

**Workshops & Conferences**

Digital Commons@WSU provides hosted online web space to make papers, presentations, and other conference materials available on the web. Local conferences and smaller professional gatherings associated with WSU are eligible to take advantage of this custom service, which includes a call for papers submission system and built-in review toolkit.

**Unit Publications & Proceedings**

Original series of technical reports, working papers, and more may be hosted online for departments, research centers, labs, and other WSU campus units. Units have the ability to create a cohesive online identity using their brand, logo, and more to provide an online home for all of the publications associated with your group.

**Original E-Journals**

Journal editors can partner with University libraries to publish original, high-quality, peer-reviewed e-journals. Journals published with WSU libraries are open access, receive unique branding and web design, and include a high-quality toolkit for managing the peer-review process, along with training and support provided by qualified library staff.
Because visibility of your academic output to other scholars and stakeholders, around the world, is important. Digital Commons removes barriers such as paywalls and access restrictions to your scholarship, increases the global reach and potential impact of your scholarship, and provides monthly access and download statistics.

“Digital Commons is an outstanding resource provided by the Library system at Wayne State. Implementation of the published materials into Commons is strongly supported by the library staff, and once completed it provides for availability of published articles to individuals who would struggle to obtain these data. This is a significant program, not only in the access to information that it provides, but as a means to highlight the numerous accomplishments of Wayne State faculty.”

-Timothy Stemmler, Assistant Professor, School of Medicine, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

“Digital Commons has allowed Wayne State University Press to provide an additional outlet for our readers to access our scholarly journals’ content. The system is easy-to-use and intuitive, and our editors are excited to start using it this fall. It also helps that the technical support provided by the Libraries is top-notch. We couldn’t be happier!”

-Alicia Vanderharr, Journals Manager, Wayne State University Press

The libraries can provide a series of services to help you get started. We can:

• Determine if your publishing agreements allow deposit to Digital Commons
• Reformat final publication manuscripts
• Provide Conference and Journal designs
• Deposit digital copies in Digital Commons, including migration of journal back-issues
• Provide departmental information sessions and training.

To learn more about these services or initiate a new project, fill out the form at:

digitalcommons.wayne.edu/forms/digitalcommons

For more information
digitalcommons.wayne.edu
email: digitalcommons@wayne.edu

Jon McGlone
Scholarly Communications Librarian
(313) 577-6294
jwmcgglone@wayne.edu

Policies
digitalcommons.wayne.edu/policy

Scholarly Communications Guide
guides.lib.wayne.edu/scholarlycomm